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Disclaimer 

This presentation may contain examples and resource materials that are provided for the 

user’s convenience. The inclusion of any material is not intended to reflect its importance, 

nor is it intended to endorse any views expressed, or products or services. These materials 

may contain the views and recommendations of the presenter as well as hypertext links, 

contact addresses and websites to information created and maintained by other public and 

private organizations. The opinions expressed in any of these materials do not necessarily 

reflect the positions or policies of the U.S. Department of Education. The U.S. Department of 

Education does not control or guarantee the accuracy, relevance, timeliness, or 

completeness of any outside information included in these materials. Mentions of specific 

programs or products in these examples are designed to provide clearer understanding and 

are not meant as endorsements.
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Why Make a Shift?1 Why Shift 
the Summer
Paradigm?



District Summer Learning Network

INTRODUCTION

FHI 360 implements DSLN. We are an 
international nonprofit human 
development organization dedicated 
to improving lives in lasting ways by 
advancing integrated, locally-driven 
solutions.

We provide: 
• technical assistance, 
• capacity building, 
• coaching, 
• curriculum development, 
• research utilization, and network 

facilitation. 

Our work strengthens educational 
leadership, district systems and 
structures, holistic youth 
development, and academic and 
social wellbeing.

DSLN helps districts use their ESSER 
funding to reimagine summer learning by:

• Accelerating student learning

• Centering equity, whole child 
development, and partnerships

• Facilitating network learning and 
collaboration

• Building on research

DSLN is funded by The Wallace Foundation



DSLN Support

THE DSLN EXPERIENCE

District partners have access to:
• Whole group professional development 
• Small learning communities 
• Technical assistance from expert consultants

Consultants:

• Support district teams as they design their three-year 
summer learning roadmap

• Use research-based tools and exemplars to coach and 
facilitate the design, implementation, and evaluation of 
districts’ summer learning programs

• Coach/facilitate continuous improvement processes 
within each district



Title Goes Here

GROUNDING IN PURPOSE

What’s at stake for 

your district and the 
students you are 

serving?



What Does 
the Research 
Say?
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THE NEED: THE CONSEQUENCES OF A GLOBAL PANDEMIC

HOUR DIFFERENCE

By the time they reach 6th 

grade, middle class kids have 

likely spent 6,000 more 

hours learning than kids born 

into poverty.1

6,000 
OF CHILDREN FROM FAMILIES WITH 

INCOMES BELOW THE FEDERAL 

POVERTY LEVEL ATTENDED DAY CAMP 

IN THE SUMMER; 

with 13% of children attending from 

families with incomes between 100-

199% of the federal poverty level, and 

38% doing so from families with 

incomes at or above 200% of the 

federal poverty level.2  

7%
MONTHS OF MATHEMATICAL 

SKILL LOST EVERY SUMMER, 

and children from families 

w/lower incomes typically lost 

another two to three months in 

reading.3

2
OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

REPORTED THEY FELT SAD OR 

HOPELESS BETWEEN MARCH 

2020 AND MARCH 20214

44% 

1 The 6,000 Hour Learning Gap by ExpandED Schools; 2 Redford, Jeremy; Stephanie Burns, and L. Jane Hall. The Summer After Kin dergarten: Children’s Experiences by Socioeconomic Characteristics, 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education, Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Statistics, 20 18. 3 Afterschool Alliance (2009). America after 3pm: THe most in-depth study 
of how America’s children spend their afternoons.  Retrieved from http://www.afterschoolalliance.o rg/AA3 _Full-R eport.pdf ; 4 Press Release: “New CDC data illuminate youth mental health threats during 
the COVID-19 pandemic”. March 31, 2022, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention



Critical evidence-based findings 
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Time on Task

• Five to six weeks long
• Three to four hours of 

academics each day

Academics and Enrichment
• Intentional integration of 

enrichment into the day

• Curriculum alignment across 
content

• Community partner alignment 
to vision

Staff Recruitment and 

Professional Development
• Qualified staff

• Knowledge of curriculum

• Alignment between teachers 
& partnership staff

• Embedded & ongoing 
support

• Shared understanding of 

culture & approachStudent Recruitment and 

Attendance
• Engaging families early & 

promoting summer learning 

• Clear purpose, structure & 
schedule

• Reducing barriers to access

Planning

• Start early
• Dedicated staff member 

Positive Summer Climate
• Whole child development

• Strong relationships between 

staff and students
• Opportunities for student 

voice and leadership

Summer Cost and Funding
• Create efficiencies

• Sustainability



Why Is 
Iterating 

Powerful?
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Three critical frames in the visioning & design process

Whole child development

“A whole child approach seeks to 
identify and align interventions that 
support positive human 
relationships, meet core needs, and 
promote the competences and 
skills required to succeed as a child, 
an adolescent, and an adult in a 
given social and economic context.
Most often, these essentials are best 
addressed within the family, the 
school, and the immediate 
community.”

- Global Center for Development of 

the Whole Child, Notre Dame
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Equity

“Educational equity means there is 
no predictability of success or 
failure that correlates with any 
social or cultural factor—a child’s 
educational experience or outcomes 
is not predictable because of their 
race, ethnicity, linguistic 

background, economic class, 
religion, gender, sexual orientation, 
physical and cognitive ability, or any 
other socio-political identity 
marker.”

- Aguilar, E. (2021).  Coaching for 
equity: conversations that change 
practice. Jossey-Bass

Partnerships

A formal relationship between one 
or more community partners with a 
school district in order to provide 
services to Summer Learning 
students under the umbrella of a 
clear, shared mission, vision, goals, 
success criteria and an agreed upon 
partnership model.

- FHI 360 (2022) working draft of 
partnership tool 



DSLN Roadmap (Summer 2022 – Summer 2024)
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Roadmap elements

● Vision/mission for summer learning

● Who you're serving and why

● Equity, whole child development, and 
partnerships lenses

● Evidence-based program design

● Plan for scale

● Program goals

● Budget plan

How to use it

● Touchpoint for your summer learning vision

● Check against evidence-based design elements

● Plan for scale

● Track goals

● Align budget to vision, design, and goals

● Keep design, implementation, and learning 
“operationally doable”



Why Make a Shift?4 Battle Creek



Who We Are and What We Did



Planning Backwards or Leaping Into the Chasm?



A cord of three 
strands is not 
easily broken



The Power Of a Design Team
❖ Collective Learning
➢ Embrace the Why

❖ Ownership
➢ Become Ambassadors

❖ Synergy

Engage district level subject matter experts in 

creating an inclusive and equitable Summer 

Learning experience that will reignite the love 

of learning for students and teachers during 

summer, leverage evidence-based strategies 

and community partnerships, and create an 

academic bridge to the school year.





BEARCAT BLAST VISION

1. Emphasize Equity

2. Build Meaningful Partnerships
3. Use a Whole-child Approach

100% Success for ALL Summer Bearcats

A student’s experience in the BCPS Summer Program will serve as a 

bridge to their academic, and social/emotional success in their next 

year of school and invite them to return the following summer.  



BEARCAT BLAST MISSION

With the social emotional wellbeing of students in mind and a laser-like focus on 

raising achievement and efficacy in literacy and math, students will experience:

➔ an environment and culture where the whole child is nurtured

➔ a strong, supportive community of collaboration and care  

➔ the value of voice and choice in learning 

➔ research-informed strategies and curriculum

➔ learning through grade appropriate fun and play 

➔ a renewed joy in learning along with their staff



Equity Imperative-

➔Education Pipeline 

◆ A focus on students from traditionally underrepresented 

populations

➔Strategic preference given to new teachers and Fall interns, 

including a teacher mentor

➔Long-term Substitutes

➔Student focus group

➔Building the Capacity of Staff

◆ Purposeful Professional Development

◆ Intentional Instructional and Literacy Coaching 
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➔Powerful Possibilitites

◆ Fall Interns, PBL Training

◆ Infusing expertise in planning

◆ Enriching weekly learning 

◆ Family Fun Fridays
Binder Park Zoo, Leila Arboretum, BC Battle 

Jacks, Michigan’s Adventure, Greenfield 

Village, Full Blast Water Park

◆ Funding and Access

◆ Afternoon Enrichment
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➔Partners

◆ Grand Valley State 

University

◆ Kingman Museum

◆ Leila Arboretum

◆ Kydnet

◆ WK Kellogg 

Foundation

◆ 21st Century OST

Community Partnerships- Making the Impossible Possible



Successes and Challenges



DSLN Roadmap (Summer 2022 – Summer 2024)
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Roadmap elements

● Vision/mission for summer learning

● Who you're serving and why

● Equity, whole child development, and 
partnerships lenses

● Evidence-based program design

● Plan for scale

● Program goals

● Budget plan

How to use it

● Touchpoint for your summer learning vision

● Check against evidence-based design elements

● Plan for scale

● Track goals

● Align budget to vision, design, and goals

● Keep design, implementation, and learning 
“operationally doable”



Questions 
and 

Next steps
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Nancy Gannon

Project Director 

FHI 360

Deborah Nuzzi

Director

Battle Creek Public Schools

THANK YOU


